
 

 

Special Education Mediation Flowchart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Receive request from family or school district. Complete intake 
with caller, discuss issues to mediate, student needs, language, 
mediator’s role, SOMTG’s role, demographics (for family), 
contact information, etc. If caller is inquiring about program 
but not requesting services, keep information separate. Gather 
second party’s contact information. 

Send intake letters with brochures to each 
party (district representative and family).   

 

 

Contact second party with mediation request. Complete 
intake with caller, discuss issues to mediate, student 
needs, mediator’s role, SOMTG’s role, demographics (for 
family), contact information, etc. Contact first party with 
second party’s decision to mediate or to decline. If 
declined, close case and send letter to both parties. 

Clarify issues on the table to mediate with 
both parties, discuss who will be attending 
the mediation and confirm party’s 
willingness to move forward with 
mediation given the participants discussed.   

If applicable: discuss and secure 
alternate location (not district office) 
to hold the mediation. Discuss dates 
with each party to mediate. 

 When participants, date (full day 
required), and location are agreed 
upon, secure a mediator for the 
day. Give brief information 
regarding issues to mediate to the 
mediator. 

 

Send confirmation letters to both primary 
parties (family and district representative). 
Send mediation packet with forms to the 
mediator. 

 

 

 
Call primary parties and 
mediator two days in advance 
to confirm meeting. 

 

After mediation, debrief with 
mediator over the phone. If 
applicable, schedule a second 
session with all parties, 
reconfirming all details. 

 

Once mediation paperwork is returned, process expenses, 
copy mediation agreements, agreements to mediate, 
evaluations, surveys, etc. Copies are sent to OSPI on a 
monthly or quarterly basis. 

 
Close case.  Enter basic info into database. Complete expense reports and 
invoices monthly to OSPI. Send copies of agreements to mediate, mediation 
agreements, quarterly report, and survey results to OSPI at the end of each 
quarter. 

 
At any point in the process, cases may be closed and not move forward to mediation. Reasons for this could be “unable to schedule”, request “withdrawn”, “conciliated”, or 
“declined” by either party. 
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